Faculty News

- Senior ASU Future of War Fellow David Wood interviewed on The Show.
- Professor of Practice, Richard Davis releases his co-authored article in Science titled *Challenges in researching terrorism from the field*.
- The School's NERD working Group (Nationalist and Ethno-religious Dynamics) will be hosting their annual Kopf Conference titled "Ethnic / Religious Identities and Party Competition" on February 16th and 17th.
- SPGS PhD graduate, Christopher Hale will receive a Book Writing Leave Grant to support the completion of his upcoming scholarly book that contends that where religious organizations are characterized by decentralized governance, communities are marked by greater capacities to engage in political activism.
- Come visit SPGS during ASU's Night of the Open Door on February 25th! We will be on the 6th floor of Coor Hall!
- The Political Psychology working group is hosting a Kopf conference on Friday, March 31st. The conference papers will relate to immigration policy attitudes and ethnic/racial intolerance.
ASU launches $1.5B comprehensive campaign

Developing an Ebola vaccine. Caring for a city's homeless population. Opening pathways to higher education through scholarships. Such accomplishments take intelligence, compassion - and generosity. Arizona State University is embarking on a comprehensive campaign to raise at least $1.5 billion to accelerate its mission. See how SPGS alumnus Corey Harris gives back to his School with this video and learn more about Campaign ASU 2020.

ASU alumnus takes passions to Arizona Tech Company

SPGS alumnus Kaitlyn Fitzgerald is excited to be able to put her global studies degree from ASU to good use at Zero Mass Water. "Working for Zero Mass Water means I get to work with other people passionate about impacting the world." Read more.
ASU's Night of the Open Door is quickly approaching

Bring your family, explore the campus and learn more about the various majors ASU has to offer. ASU's Night of the Open Door @ Tempe is a rare opportunity to get a behind the scenes look into the spaces that house various areas of study. Join us Saturday, February 25th! Tickets are free!

ASU professors encourage alumna to pursue new career path

Driven by a desire to embody the faculty at Arizona State University, alumna Lynn Vavreck seeks to inspire her students to chase opportunity and excel professionally. "One of the things I like about being a college professor is I get to have one-on-one dealings with young people in a way that I can make their lives better...their careers better." Read more.